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It is shown that the analytical characterizations of q-variate interpolable and 
minimal stationary processes obtained by H. Salehi (Ark. Mat. 7 (1967), 305-311; 
Ark. Mat. 8 (1968), l-6; J. Math. Anal. Appl. 25 (1969), 653-662), and later by A. 
Weron (Sir& Math. 49 (1974), 165-183), can be easily extended to Hilbert space 
valued stationary processes when using the two grammian moduli that respectively 
autoreproduce their correlation kernel and their spectral measure. Furthermore, for 
these processes, a Weld-Cramer concordance theorem is obtained that generalizes 
an earlier result established by H. Salehi and J. K. Scheidt (J. Multiuar. Anal. 2 
(1972), 307-331) and by A. Makagon and A. Weron (J. Multivar. Anal. 6 (1976), 
123-l 37 ). (e 1985 Academic Press. Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION AND NOTATIONS 
Analytical characterizations of interpolability and minimality as well as 
several basic results on interpolation problem were obtained by Salehi 
[12-141 and Salehi and Scheidt [15], then later by Weron [20] and by 
Makagon and Weron [6, 71, for q-variate weakly stationary processes. 
Herein, we use the results obtained in [16] on the grammian moduli 
autoreproducing spectral measures and correlation kernels to extend some 
of the preceding results to Hilbert space-valued weakly stationary 
processes. 
The idea of studying such extensions has already inspired a certain num- 
ber of works. They correspond to our earlier works [16-181 and indepen- 
dently to that of Makagon in the papers [4, 51. These extensions are essen- 
tially based upon a generalization of the notion of the Hellinger square 
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integrability relative to an operator-spectral measure F. In Makagon’s 
study [4], vector-valued measures are considered and their Hellinger 
square integrals relative to Fare defined in a somewhat usual way, whereas 
in our approach [16, 181, the notion for an operator-valued measure to be 
Hellinger square integrable relative to F is derived from the more general 
concept of the pseudo-Hilbertian modulus that autoreproduces a spectral 
bimeasure. Besides, Makagon’s results [4, 51 are mainly concerned with 
minimal processes whereas our study deals with both minimal and inter- 
polable processes. 
In this paper, we show that under the assumption of the existence of the 
Cram&r-Lebesgue decomposition for the operator-valued spectral measure 
of a weakly stationary process, a deeper insight may be obtained on its 
interpolability, on its minimality, and on its CramCr-Wold decomposition 
concordance. For this reason, we shall restrict ourselves to studying the 
particular Hilbert space-valued weakly stationary processes, the spectral 
measure of which is nuclear operator-valued. (The general cases are con- 
sidered in [18, 191.) 
First, in Section 2, we recall and complete some results in our earlier 
paper [17] on the various isomorphic moduli that may be defined from a 
Hilbert space-valued weakly stationary process (X,), E G. Essentially, we 
give here some complements on the relations between the autoreproducing 
modulus of its correlation kernel and that of its spectral measure (cf. 
Proposition 3 and Theorem 4). 
Then, in Section 3, these results are applied to deduce analytical charac- 
terizations of the interpolable or minimal process (X,),,, (cf. Theorems 5, 
6, and 7). 
Independently of our works, Makagon has obtained more general results 
on the minimality, in the papers [4, 51, such as some characterizations of 
minimal Banach space-valued stationary processes (we also obtained in 
[ 191 analogous results on minimal Banach space-valued V-bounded 
processes) and a characterization of the interpolation error operator for 
minimal Hilbert space-valued stationary processes. In this section, 
however, the results place much more stress on the essential role played by 
the absolutely continuous part of the spectral measure on the inter- 
polability and on the minimality of the process (A’,),,,. Besides, a 
Wold-Cram& concordance theorem is obtained (cf. Theorem 8 and 
Corollary 4) that generalizes an earlier result established by Salehi and 
Scheidt [ 151 and by Makagon and Weron [6] for q-variate weakly 
stationary processes. 
Now, let us quote hereunder some notations that we shall use in all the 
following. 
Let lJ and V be two Hilbert spaces. 
O( V, U) will denote the space of all linear operators from V into U, 
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Y( V, U) the space of all U-valued bounded linear operators defined on 
V, 
Y( V, U) the space of Hilbert-Schmidt operators in 9( V, k). 
When U and V are confounded, we simply denote P’( U, U) (respectively 
Y( U, U)) by Y(U) (respectively by 9’(U)). 
5(U) is the ideal of nuclear operators in the algebra Y(U) and 
F + (U) the class of non-negative operators in Y(U). 
Let a be any operator in 9’( V, U). Its usual adjoint operator will be 
denoted by a*. 
If a belongs to Y’(U), then the trace of a will be denoted by tr(a). 
Throughout the paper, the norm of the Hilbert space 9’( V, U) is the 
Euclidean norm 1. lE defined by (b lE = [tr(b*b)]“’ for any b E Y’( V, U) 
and all the linear spaces considered herein are complex spaces. 
Let F be a 9 + (U)-valued measure on a measurable space (D, a). We 
shall say that F is a Y + (U)-valued countably additive (c.a.) measure if its 
trace r = tr(F) is a finite positive measure on (D, 93). (Let us remark in 
passing that for each A E 93, 1 F(A)/ E d z(A).) 
2. ON SOME ISOMORPHIC GRAMMIAN MODULI OF A 
HILBERT SPACE-VALUED STATIONARY PROCESS 
In this section, we complete some of our earlier results established in 
[ 171. For clarity, let us first summarize them in the following way. 
From [17], we quote the next definition. 
DEFINITION 1. Let U be a separable Hilbert space. A (right) P’(U)- 
modulus is said to be grammian if there exists a mapping called grammian 
product 
(x, v) E X x 2 -+ [x, y] E Y( U) that satisfies 
(i) Vu, bEY(U), Vx,y,z~X [x.a+y.b,z]=[x,z]a+[y,z]b, 
(ii) VX,YE% Cx,yl=Cy,xl*, 
(iii) VxeX [x,x]EY+(U), 
(iv) X is a Hilbert space with the inner product ( . , . ) where 
(x,Y)=tr[x,y] for x, ye*. 
The next result summarizes Theorems 1 and 2 in [17]. 
THEOREM 1. Let U and V be two separable Hilbert spaces and let F be a 
Y + (U)-valued countably additive (cu.) measure defined on a measurable 
space (D, &I), then 
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(i) There exists a grammian 9( V)-submodulus X&,(F) of the 
Y’( V, U)-valued strongly c.a. measures M on (D, @) that possess the follow- 
ing property (called autoreproducing property) 
M(A)=[M,F,(.)] for each AE~, (1) 
where FA(.) is defined by F,(B)=F(AnB) for every BE%?. 
(ii) rf L:,(F) denotes the 9( V)-modulus of the 0( V, U)-valued 9% 
measurable functions ~+4 verifying the condition j #* dF# E 5 + ( V), then there 
exists an isomorphism j from L:,(F) onto &o(F) such that for every 
4 E L:,(F) 
AO(A)=J‘RdfY for each A E W. (2) 
Proof The proof follows the same arguments as in Theorems 1 and 2 of 
[17]. It can be outlined as follows: 
Let us consider the spectral bimeasure 0 associated with F by the 
relationship 0( A x B) = F( A n B) for every A, B E 9#. 
Since 8 is obviously a F(U)-valued non-negative kernel on W x 53, 
according to [ 17, Theorem 11, there exists a grammian 9’( V)-modulus 
&c(F) which autoreproduces the non-negative kernel 8, that is, Xv,,(F) is 
the Y( V)-modulus of all Y( V, U)-valued functions defined on B that 
satisfy both the following conditions: 
(a) The 9’( V)-submodulus X0 = (C;= 1 S(A, x .) ai; Ai ~99, ai E 
Z( V, U)> is dense in C%&,(F) if ,Y$ is provided with the grammian product 
i QA,x.)ai, $J e(B,~.)b~ = i 5 b,*8(AixBi)ai. 
i= I j= I 1 i=lj=l 
(b) C&,,(F) possesses the autoreproducing property, that is, for every 
ME 1X;,(F), we have M(A) = [M, &A x .)] for each A E 98. 
Hence, part (i) of the theorem is proved. 
Now, it is well known (see, e.g., Mandrekar and Salehi [8 3) that there 
exists a Hilbert space H and an Y( U, H)-valued countably additive 
orthogonally scattered (c.a.0.s.) measure W on (D, $3) such that for each 
A, BEG 
[W(A), W(B)] = W(B)* W(A) = F(A n B) = 8(A x B). 
Since W(A) and @A x .) are isomorphic elements for every A E 9$ then the 
isomorphism, say, j, , between the grammian modulus AvU( IV) spanned by 
{Cy=, W(Ai) a,; Ai E 8, ai E -Y( V, U)} and S&F) is obvious. 
On the other hand, according to the Kolmogorov isomorphism theorem 
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(see Mandrekar and Salehi [S]), there exists an isomorphism, say, jz, 
between L&,(F) and .AYVLi( W) such that for every 4 E L:,(F) 
where the symbol 1 A denotes the characteristic function of the measurable 
set A. Let us define j =j, 0 jZ, then for every 4 E L:,(F) 
j(4)(A)= CAdh FA.)l= Cjdlbh WA)1 =jA dFvl for each A E 99. 
Consequently, the theorem is established. m 
Remark 0. From the proof of the theorem, it can be easily seen that 
part (i) of Theorem 1 remains valid if we replace F by any Y(U)-valued 
spectral bimeasure 0. 
The grammian modulus s$,(F) is called the autoreproducing spectral 
measure grammian modulus of F. Its notion is deeply related to that of the 
Hellinger square integrals relative to F: 
Let p be a non-negative a-finite measure on (D, W) relative to which F is 
absolutely continuous (in notation F 4 p) and dF/dp denotes the Y + (U)- 
valued Radon-Nikodym derivative of F relative to p (such a derivative can 
always be defined since U is separable and F is a Y + (U)-valued measure. 
Even, it may be noted that 1 FI E 6 t, with T being the trace measure of F, 
see also [2]). Let (dF/d,u) + denote the generalized inverse function of 
dF/dp (see [2, 81). 
Following [17, Definition 31, we shall say that an Y( I’, U)-valued 
weakly c.a. measure A4 on (D, g) is Hellinger square integrable relative to 
F or that the integral s (dM/dp)* (dF/dp)# (dM/dp) dp is defined in the 
Bochner sense if both the following conditions hold: 
(i) dM/dp exists and [(dF/dp)“‘] # (dM/dp) takes values in 
Ysp(K U). 
(ii) 1 [(dF/dp)“‘] # (dM/dp)l& is p-integrable, 
where (dF/dp)“2 denotes the square root of dF/dp. 
This definition coincides with that adopted by Salehi [ 1 l] and Man- 
drekar and Salehi [9, Definition 5.31. 
Define &.(p) to be the class of all Y( V, U)-valued c.a. measures on (D, 
g) that are Hellinger square integrable relative to F. 
Then, we quote from [ 17, Theorem 41 the next characterization of X,,(F). 
THEOREM 2. Let p be a non-negative a-finite measure on (D, W) relative 
to which F is absolutely continuous, then 
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(i) Z?;(p) is a grammian modulus with the product 
(ii) X”,(F) is exactly the quotient modulus of @(,u) by the 
equivalence relationship, the kernel of which is {ME &(p)/[iW, M], = O}. 
Remark 1. From the preceding result, some consequences may be 
derived: 
(a) The Hellinger integral [M, N], in the theorem is independent on 
the choice of the measure p, since it is exactly the grammian product in 
&u(F). 
(b) Let M be an arbitrary measure in A;(p). We recall that its 1. IE- 
variation is defined for each A E g by 
IMl,(A)=Sup{C;=, lM(B,)I,; {Bj}i,,,.,,., varying in the class 
of all the finite 99-subpartition of A }. 
From relationship (2), i.e., M(A) = JA dF 4, and from the fact that 
(FI, 6 z, it is obvious that the 1.1 ,-variation of A4 is a finitely valued 
measure. 
Makagon in [3,4] has taken another approach to extend the Hellinger 
square F-integrability to the U*-valued c.a. measure, with U being a 
Banach space. We have shown in [17] and [ 183 that a U*-valued c.a. 
measure m is Hellinger square integrable relative to Fin Makagon’s sense if 
and only if the measure m is a vector in the Hilbert space H(F) that 
autoreproduces the spectral measure F. In [ 17, Remark 51, we stated 
without proof that J&(F) is exactly the grammian modulus Y( V, H(F)). 
Now a proof of this statement is given. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let A be an arbitrary set, V be a Hilbert space, and K 
be a Y( U)-valued correlation kernel defined on A x A. 
If H(K) (resp. .X”o(K)) is the Hilbertian space (resp. the grammian modulus) 
autoreproducing the kernel K then 
&u(K) = yP( K H(K)). 
In [18], a more general result is proved, but we give here a different 
proof more adapted to this particular case. 
Proof (i) Since YO = (C;= I K(A,;) ai; lie .4, aiE 2’( V, U), i= l,..., n} 
is contained in 5Z( V, H(K)), then the completion X of SO for the 1. In- 
norm on Y( V, H(K)) is isomorphic to J&,(K). 
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(ii) Let f E Y( V, H(K)) and f=f, +fi be its orthogonal decom- 
position with f, E 3’. If {e,} ic, is a complete orthonormal basis in V and e 
is a vector from {e,}ie,, then for any u E U there exists an operator 
c1 E Y( V, U) such that a(e) = u and a(e,) = 0 for any ej different from e (for 
example, take a = ( ., e) U, V being identified to a closed subspace in U). 
Since for any I E A, u E U 
Hence fi = 0, so f~ X’. 1 
Remark 2. If g is any element in H(K) and v is any vector in V, then 
f= ( ., v ) g belongs to Y( V, H(K)), hence to XV”(K). 
From this result, the notion of the Hellinger square F-integrability in 
Makagon’s sense and that of Mandrekar and Salehi are the same and they 
are equivalent to the notion of the autoreproducing spectral measure gram- 
mian modulus. 
However, one of the advantages of the last notion is that it allows (cf. 
[19]) one to consider the Hellinger square integrability relative to a spec- 
tral bimeasure which is more general than a spectral measure, and thus to 
study the V-bounded Hibertian varieties under this new approach. 
We now apply the preceding results to Hilbert space-valued weakly 
stationary stochastic processes over a locally compact abelian group. Let 
us recall hereunder some preliminaries about these processes. 
From now on, the symbol G denotes a locally compact abelian group 
and G its dual group. We provide G, G with their respective Haar measures 
dg and d;l. Let U be a separable Hilbert space. We say, as Payen in [lo], 
that a family (X,),,, is a U-valued weakly stationary stochastic process 
(or shortly WSSP) over G if it satisfies the following conditions: 
(i) There exists a Hilbert space H such that for every ge G, A’, 
belongs to Y( U, H). 
(ii) For every g, h E G, X,*X, is an operator K( g - h) in F(U), only 
dependent on the difference (g - h). 
(iii) The correlation kernel K(s) is weakly continuous, i.e., for each u, 
v E U, the complex function g E G -+ (K( g)u)(v) is continuous. 
Let Cx,),, G be a WSSP over G, then we can define on H the family of 
the shift operators (17~)~~ G as 
U,(X,) u = X,+,(u) for every u E U and g, h E G. 
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From the stationarity of the WSSP (X,),,,, (U,),,, is a weakly con- 
tinuous family of unitary operators on the Hilbert space 2X According to 
the generalization of Stone’s theorem (cf., e.g., [ 15, Theorem 2.3]), there 
exists a projector-valued spectral measure E( * ) on (6, 4) such that, for 
each g E G, 
where the symbol (./A) denotes the character on G, associated with the 
element I in G. Define for each A E 4 
and 
W(A)= E(A) X0 (E yP( UT fo) 
F(A) = W(A)* W(A) (EF++(U)) 
then W is an Y( U, H)-valued strongly c.a. measure on (G, 4) and F is a 
Y + ( U)-valued c.a. measure on (6, @). 
The measure F is the so-called Y + (U)-valued spectral measure of the 
WSW&),E G and from the preceding spectral representation of the family 
uJ,),EG? the next relationship between F and K is obvious: 
K(g) = 1 ( g/l) dF(I) for every g E G (Bochner’s theorem). 
e 
The remainder of this section is now devoted to completing some of the 
relations between the two autoreproducing moduli .X,&K) and X&,(F) of 
the stationary process (X,), E G and to deducing some further properties on 
3EPyuUO 
THEOREM 3. y E s&,(K) 0 3M E ,&,( F)/‘v’g E G 
(the integral being taken in the Bochner sense). 
Proof: Only the sufficiency needs to be proved, since the necessity is 
established in [ 17, Theorem 51. 
Let ME Z&F) and let y be its Fourier-Stieltjes transform, i.e., for any 
ge G y(g) = Se (z) dM (in the weak sense). If z is the isomorphic 
element of M in s&,(K) then for any g E G z(g) = j ( 2) dM (in the 
Bochner sense) (cf. [ 17, Theorem 53). Hence y = z. [ 
6X3 17 I-5 
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Let us remark in passing that an analogous result holds for more general 
Hilbertian varieties (see [4] and [19]). Now, we consider the 
Cramer-Lebesgue decomposition of F and deduce from the preceding 
result some further properties on XV”(K). 
Let p be a positive u-finite measure on (6, &) and Lb,(p) be the space 
of sP( V, U)-valued weakly p-integrable functions defined on G. 
For every J E L:,(p), we defined its associated measure N,- by 
All the integrals in this section and in the following one are taken in the 
weak sense unless the contrary is explicitly mentioned. 
The following result states a condition for a measure NY to belong to 
S&,(F). Its proof is obvious. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let H,,.(p) = {J E Lb&)/N, E Xv,(F)}. ZfF= F, + F, 
is the Lebesgue-Cram&r decomposition of F w.r.t. p such that F, < p, then 
COROLLARY 1. If J E HYu(p) then jj is Bochner integrable for the 1. IE- 
norm. 
ProoJ Let j E Hi,&). From the preceding proposition, there exists a 
function 4 E L<,(F) such that 9 = dF,,/dp 4. But 
E dp d (tr E;(G))‘/’ (trC4, dlFit)“* < a. 
Hence, the corollary is proved. 1 
According to the corollary, the Fourier transform Yy of every 
JE H,,(p) can be defined, since for every go G, gp( g) = 1~ (3) y(2) 
dp(l) exists in the Bochner sense. 
Let X’(p) denote the modulus of the Fourier transforms of all the 
elements in H,,(p). 
It is obvious that X’(p) is contained in X&K). The next theorem gives 
a characterization of the orthogonal complement of X1(p) in XV,(K). 
LEMMA 1. If F + p then S?‘(p) = S&K). 
Prooj It s&ices to show that S&(K) is contained in S’(P). Let 
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YE Y&(K). From both Theorem 3 and hypothesis, there exists a unique 
function 4 E L:,(F) such that for each g E G 
Hence from Proposition 2, the proof is achieved. B 
THEOREM 4. Let F = F, + FS be the Cram&-Lebesgue decomposition of 
F w.r.t. p, If K= K, -I- KS is the corresponding decomposition of the 
correlation kernel K then the following orthogonal decomposition of 
2&( K)hoZds: 
X1,(K) = Z’(P) 0 ~vu(KJ. 
Proof: If Xg = X; + X; is the orthogonal decomposition of the process 
CJfg),,G corresponding to the Lebesgue decomposition of the spectral 
measure F, then &&,(K,,) (resp. &,(KJ) is isomorphic onto J&J?) 
(resp. JV,,~(XJ‘)). Hence 
~vu(K) = Gu(Kp) 0 ixlu(KJ 
According to the preceding lemma, the proof is achieved. 1 
Now we turn back to studying the modulus Xi(p) itself. 
If B( V, U) denotes the class of all sesquilinear functionals defined on I/x U 
and 
FL:&) = 
i 
z: G + B( I’, U)/~?E L;,(p) Vge G, 
4 g)(u, u) = j ( g/J. > (32) u)(u) 442) 
1 
then we can state the following result. 
PROPOSITION 3. Zf p is a regular a-finite measure then 
FL:&) n svu(K) = =@“W 
ProoJ Since it is obvious that S’(p) is contained in 
FL:,(p) n +,(K), it suffices to prove the converse inclusion. 
Let y E A&(K). It follows according to Theorem 3 that there exists a 
unique measure ME 2 &F) such that 
r(s)=j (3) dM for every g E G. 
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On the other hand, since y belongs also to YtL:&), then there exists a 
function J E LL&) such that for any g E G. 
In other words 
= WQd<N,W,u) I- for each (v, u) E V x U. 
According to uniqueness theorem for Fourier-Stieltjes transforms of 
measures (cf. [21, p. 171) it follows that N,= M. Hence the result is 
proved. a 
The preceding result is now specified when taking for ,u a Haar measure d;l 
on G. 
PROPOSITION 4. Zf G possesses a a-$nite Haar measure M and if 
LL,(dg) denotes, for a given Haar measure dg on G, the space of all 
Y( V, U)-valued dg-weakly integrable functions then there exists a Haar 
measure dA. on G such that L~,(dg)n&,(K) is contained in Z’(M). 
The proof of the proposition immediately follows from the next lemma, 
which gives an extension of [20, Lemma 4.11. 
LEMMA 2. Let y E Lb,(dg) n X,,“(K) and assume that G possesses a o- 
finite Haar measure dA. Zf 9 is the B( V, U)-valued function defined for every 
(v, U)E Vx U by 
then there exists a Haar measure d1 on G such that 9 is an Y( V, U)-valued 
function that is Bochner integrable w.r.t. dA and y(g) =9$(g). 
Proof. If y E Lb,(dg), then for any (v, u) E V x U 
is a B( V, U)-valued function on G. 
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Now if y also belongs to J&,(K), then there exists a measure ME XV”(F) 
such that for any g E G 
(3) 
It follows according to [Zl, p. 223 and to relation (3) that j(.)(u, U) is 
integrable w.r.t. a Haar measure dl on G and that 
and 
I j(l,)(u, u) dl= (M(A) u, u) for every A E L@. A 
Let F = F, + F, be the Cramer-Lebesgue decomposition of F relative to 
d2. Since A4 = N?, then there exists a function 4~ L:,(F) such that 
$ = dF,/dA q5. Hence j is Bochner integrable w.r.t. d2 and the lemma is 
proved. [ 
3. INTERPOLABLE AND MINIMAL PROCESSES 
In this section, we shall show that both the grammian moduli that 
respectively autoreproduce the correlation kernel and spectral measure of a 
weakly stationary process constitute a basic tool for studying its 
minimality, interpolability, and linear interpolation. 
From this standpoint, we take the following definition. 
DEFINITION 2. (1) A subset S of the functions in LL,(dg) is said 
to be interpolable w.r.t. a Hilbert space-valued process (X,),,, if 
SnS&(K)= (0). 
(2) A non-void compact subset r in G is said to be interpolable w.r.t. 
CXJ,, G if the subspace of all the Y( V, U)-valued weakly continuous 
functions with the support contained in r is interpolable w.r.t. to (X,),,,. 
(3) The process (X,),,, is said to be interpolable if the subspace of 
the 9’( V, U)-valued weakly continuous functions with a compact support 
is interpolable w.r.t. (X,), E G. 
(4) The process (X,),, G is said to be minimal if for every g E G, the 
subspace of the Y( V, U)-valued weakly continuous functions with the sup- 
port reduced to {g} is not interpolable w.r.t. (X,),,,. 
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This definition actually coincides with that adopted by Salehi [12, 133 
and Weron [20] as will be shown in the next proposition. For the clarity, 
let us recall hereunder from, e.g., [ 12, 171 some preliminaries considered 
by these authors. 
DEFINITION 3. Let V, U be two Hilbert spaces. 
,,=‘o’ w  
e say that two elements a, be Y( V, U) are orthogonal if 
* 
(ii) If S is a subset in 9( V, U), the orthogonal complement of S is 
the subspace S’ = {b E Y( V, U)/Va E S, b*a = O}. 
Let 59 be the class of all non-empty compact subsets of G and for any 
r~ %‘, A!,,JX; G\T) the Hilbertian closure of {C;=, X,,ai; g,C r, 
aiE 9( V, U) i= l,..., n}. 
The orthogonal complement of .4&X, G\T) in A&X) will be denoted 
by .A$(J$ is a closed subspace, cf. [lo, p. 3371). 
It is obvious that Jv;. is isomorphic to the submodulus &&K/f) of the 
functions in J&,(K) which have their support in r (&,(K/T) is also the 
modulus autoreproducing the restriction of the kernel K on TX r). 
Hence, we obtain the next proposition, the assertions of which are 
exactly the definitions adopted by Salehi [12,13] and Weron [20]. 
PROPOSITION 5. (i) A subset TE$? is interpolable w.r.t. the process 
CXg),,o if&= PI. 
(ii) A process (X,),, o is interpolable if any r~ % is interpolable w.r.t. 
Wg),,G. 
(iii) A process (X,),,, is minimal iffor any g E G Nfgi # (0). 
Now, let us consider a weakly stationary process (X,),,, possessing a 
Y + (U)-valued spectral measure F and show that the analytical charac- 
terizations of interpolability and of minimality obtained by Salehi [ 12, 131 
and Weron [20] for q-variate weakly stationary processes may be extended 
to the process (A’,),,,. We also show that these characterizations are 
actually based upon the only relations and properties of both the moduli 
J&,(K) and &o(F), with K being the correlation kernel of the process 
CXg),,G. So, no other auxiliary notion like, e.g., the auxiliary space 9(G) 
introduced by Weron in [20] needs to be considered when dealing with 
them. 
THEOREM 5. If G possesses a a-finite Haar measure d2, if F= F, + F, is 
the Cramer-Lebesgue decomposition of F w.r.t. d,I, and if X, = Xi Q Xi 
(resp. Kg = K; 0 K;) is the corresponding decomposition of (X,), E G (resp. of 
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K), then for any non-empty compact subset r in G, the following assertions 
are equivalent: 
(i) r is inerpolable w.r.t. (Xp)gcc. 
(ii) r is interpolable w.r.t. (A’;),,,. 
(iii) For every non-null 9’( V, U)-valued weakly continuous function y 
on IY 
Proof (i)o (ii) Let C(T, Y( V, U)) denote the class of all Y( V, U)- 
valued weakly continuous functions on r. It is obvious that 
Hence, from Proposition 4, &‘&,(K/r) is contained in X’(dA) = 2&,(Kn). 
Consequently, &,( K/T) = &,( K”/T), for ,X;,(K) = &&,( K”) @ X&KS). 
(ii)o(iii) Let us show the necessity by taking contraproposition, 
that is: if r is non-interpolable then there exists a non-null 
y E qr, Y( V, U)) satisfying 
(5) 
Let y be a non-null element in X(K/T). From Lemma 2 and 
Proposition 4 there exists j E Lb,,(dA) such that 
y=sp and N.o E %&‘u 1. 
Hence, (5) holds. 
Conversely, if y E C(T, Y( V, U)) then y E Lb,(dg) and its inverse Fourier 
transform j is defined. 
If 9 +? Lb,(dA) for any YE C(T, 9’( V, 17)) then from the necessity 
established before, C(T, Y( V, U)) n &&,(K”) = (0). 
Now assume that there exists a non-null function y E C(T, Y( V, U)) such 
that 9 belongs t+&,(dA) and satisfies (5). It means that N$E &,(F=). 
Since y( g) = f ( g/A ) dNj for any g E G, according to Theorem 4 it follows 
that y E Xvt,(KU). This contradicts the fact that r is interpolable. 1 
The next result is obtained by the same arguments as before. 
THEOREM 6. With the same notations as in Theorem 5, the following 
assertions are equivalent: 
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(i) C&),,G is interpolable. 
(ii) Cx;),,, is interpolable. 
(iii) For every non-null 9( V, U)-valued weakly continuous function y 
with a compact support in G 
From Theorems 5 and 6, let us remark the essential role played by the 
absolutely continuous part of a weakly stationary process in the charac- 
terizations of its interpolability. This property was not clearly shown in the 
previous papers (cf., e.g., Salehi [12, 143 and Weron [20]) since, there, 
these authors have established (see [ 12, Theorem 23 and [20, 
Theorem 5.21) an equivalence between (i) and an analogous condition to 
(iii) in which the relationship (4) is replaced by tr s Np* dF Np = CO. 
Now we consider the minimality of the process (X,),, G. According to 
[20], minimal processes only exist over discrete groups, Hence, G will 
denote a discrete abelian group. 
From the stationarity of the process (X,),,,, the study of its minimality 
entirely rests upon the properties of MIO). 
Following [12] and [20], let us consider the projection Y,, of X0 on 
&i,,) (such a projection is defined (cf. [ 10, p. 3371)). 
If y, denotes the isomorphic element of Y,, in Z&,(K) and if p,, denotes 
its Fourier transform, then for any g E G 
ye(g)= cycb &I = [Yo, Yol MS) with 6,(g) = 0 ifg#O 
= 1 otherwise 
Po= cyo, Yol and Q, E XI,(F). 
However, for every A E 4, &,,(A ) = [ Y,, Y,] M(A). Hence 
yoe X”(dA) = S&,(P) with YO( g) 
= (?$)CY,, Yol dk, ‘QgG. s 
These preliminaries lead us to the following extension of the results 
obtained in [ 12,20, 73 for minimal matrix-valued stationary processes. 
THEOREM 7. With the same notations as in Theorem 5, the following 
assertions are equivalent: 
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(9 C%JgEG is a minimal process. 
(ii) (-$)goG is a minimal process. 
(iii) j [ y,, y,](dF,lM) + [yO, y, ] M exists and is non-null. 
(iv) There exists a non-null operator TE 5( U) such that 
~;‘$/W’ Tdl exists in the Bochner sense and is a non-null operator in 
The proof follows the same arguments as for matricial case, hence it is 
omitted. 
COROLLARY 2. Let dFJd,4 be the spectral density of F,, If (dFJd1)’ is 
weakly d;l-integrable, then 
0) CY,, YJ + = J p(dF,ldJ)+ p 4 
(ii) C&),,G is minimal i f f  l P( dF Jd,I) # P d,I # 0, 
where P = [ y,, yo] [ yo, yo] # denotes the orthogonal projection on the 
closure of the range of [y,, y,]. 
(All the above integrals are taken in the weak sense.) 
Proof: (i) Let U, v belong to B[ Y,, Y,], the closure of the range of 
[Yo, Yol, then 
1 ((s)’ Pu, Pv) dA=\ (cy,, Yo](%)’ [Y,, Y,] u’, v’) dJ 
1 ((j” CYo, J’oIf$‘~- CYo, Yol dl)u’, of) = (ur,CYo, Yol or> 
= (CYO, Yolf 4 cyo, ~OIC~O, Yol’ u>, 
where U’ = [Y,, Y,] # U, II’ = [Y,, Y,] + v, hence 
~((~)+“.v)=([y”, Yol’u,v). (6) 
(ii) Since -N~o~#{O}~[Yo, Y,]#O 0 [Y,, Y,,]##O then the 
corollary is proved by replacing in the relationship (6) U, v by Px, PY, 
respectively, for any x, y E U. 1 
Remark 3. The corollary constitutes a direct extension of the results in 
Salehi [ 12, Theorem 31 and in Makagon and Weron [7, Theorem 4.61 on 
the minimality of q-variate weakly stationary processes, 
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Its proof differs from the finitely variate case since some precautions need 
to be taken with the generalized inverse operator. (In particular, for 
infinitely variate processes, (dF,/dA) # is no longer a bounded linear 
operator.) 
Let us also note that an alternative extension which is more general than 
Corollary 2 is independently obtained by Makagon in the paper [S], where 
he gives an interesting characterization of the interpolation error operator 
[Y,, YO] as a maximal element in some set of the non-negative Hermitian 
operators. 
Now, we propose a characterization of the concordance of the Wold and 
Cramer decompositions with respect to some general family of subsets of G. 
Let y be any family of non-empty subsets of G, closed under trans- 
lations. Following [6, p. 1271 (see also [ 15]), let X, = Y, + Z,, g E G, be 
the Wold 9-decomposition of (X,),,, such that ( Yg)BE G is its F-regular 
part and (ZJ,, G its F-singular part. (For the definitions of a y-regular or 
F-singular process, we refer the reader to [6, 151.) 
PROPOSITION 6. Zf (X,),.. is a F-singular process, then any function in 
X&(K) having its support contained in the complement of an element of 5 
is null, 
The result is obvious, hence its proof is omitted. 
If x denotes the class of all functions in XVU(K) with a compact support 
in G, then x is isomorphic to 
where y-” denotes the family of complements of compact subsets of G, 
closed under translations, A&,(X) is the closure of 
i Xg,ai; aiE 9( V, U), gjE I, i= l,..., n; n being a positive integer , 
i=l 
and A&,(X) 0 AkJX) is its orthogonal complement in A,,“(X). 
Since UIE yc AVU(X) 0 A!:“(X) is contained in A,,(X) 0 
n IE rE ALU(X), then we obtain the next result. 
COROLLARY 3. I f  (x,),, G is a non-trivial P-singular process then 
tx,),,G is interpolable. 
Now we shall assume that the two spaces V and U are confounded and 
drop the indexes in the moduli AVU(X), XV,(K), L:,(F), and S&,(F). 
The next theorem gives a characterization of the Wold y-decomposition 
in terms of J?(F). 
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THEOREM 8. Under the assumption that the family Y is closed under 
finite unions, the process ( Xg)gs G admits a Wold Y-decomposition i f f  the 
following assertions hold 
(i) There exists two non-negative operator-valued measures M,,, No in 
X(F) such that F = M, + N, and for any g E G 
(ii) Every measure ME X(F) which satisfies the condition 
3Z,,, (z)(g)* ($)+ (T) dz=O VggZ (7) 
is a null measure. 
Necessity. Let X, = Yg + Z,, g E G, be the Wold 9-decomposition of 
CX,),EG. If M,,, No denote the measures in X(F) that are isomorphic to 
Y,,, Z,, respectively, then the condition (i) is trivially proved. It remains to 
verify (ii). Let A4 be any measure in S&,(F) such that (7) holds, r be the 
element in A(X), which is isomorphic to M, and 5 = <, + t2 be the 
orthogonal decomposition of 5 with 5, E .A’( Y) and t2 E A(Z). 
Since 
[[I, &I = CL Z,l= j <s,(T)* (3’ (s) dT=O 
for any g belonging to some ZE y-, then [ 5,) ZJ = 0, Vg E G, for (Z,),, c is 
y-singular (cf. Proposition 6). Hence the necessity is proved. 
Sufficiency. Let Y,,, Z, be the elements in A(X) that are isomorphic to 
MO and N,, respectively, and let us set for any g E G Y, = U, Y,, 
Z,= ~,Z,, where tug),,, is the unitary group associated with (Xg)g.G. 
From the condition (i), it is obvious that X, = Y, + Z,, gE G, is an 
orthogonal decomposition of the process (X,), E G. 
Now, we prove that (Z,),,, is the y-singular part of (X,),,, so that 
the preceding decomposition is in fact the Wold T-decomposition of 
CX,),,,. 
Let Z be any element in T-, we show that the orthogonal complement 
MI(Z) of A!‘(Z) in A(Z) is a trivial subspace. Indeed, let < E Jlr(Z) and A4 
be its isomorphic element in X’(F). Since for any g E Z, 
then A4 = 0, hence r = 0. 
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Now, from the assumption on y, it is easy to see that 
n .x’(x)=(~~~‘(Y))~(~~~~(z)). IE9- 
Let r be any vector in n,, p A”(Y). 
Since from (i) [<, Z,] = 0 Vg E G, then from (ii) 5 = 0. 
Hence the theorem is proved. 1 
Now, we easily deduce the following Wold-Cramer concordance 
theorem. 
COROLLARY 4. Let us assume that: 
(i) The family y is closed under finite unions. 
(ii) X, = Y, + Zg, g E G, is the Wold 5-decomposition of (X,),, G, 
with (Z,),, G being its y-singular part. 
(iii) F, (resp. F,) is the spectral measure of ( Yg)gs G (resp. of 
(Z,),, 0). 
(iv) F = F, + F, is the Cramer decomposition of F. 
Then F, = F, and Fz = F, iff every 4 E L2(F) which satisfies the condition 
j <g/A) b*dFs=Of or any g belonging to some non-void subset IE y is a 
null function. 
This result may also be written under the alternative following form: Let 
S denote the support of Fa and SC be its complementary subset in G. If [,-, 
(resp. ‘lo) designs the isomorphic element in A@(X) of the characteristic 
function of the subset SC (resp. of the subset S), then the preceding 
corollary means that &, belongs to n,E F A!‘(X). Hence, its orthogonal ‘lo 
belongs to A’(X) 0 n,. r A’(X). If M, designs the isomorphic element in 
S+?(F) of go, then under the same notations as in Corollary 4, we get: 
F, = F, and F, = F,7 iff there exists a measure M, E #(F,) such that 
&?(dM,/dA) = 92(dF,/dA) a.e. dA and its corresponding element q0 belongs 
to A(X) 0 n,,,F A’(X), where 9(A) denotes the closure of the range of 
an operator A. 
Consequently, the result of Makagon and Weron [6, Theorem 4.11 con- 
stitutes a particular case of Corollary 4, when the process (X,),, G is finitely 
variate and F = F. 
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